**Batch Mobile Computer Accessories**

**CAS-7300-XXX Protective Rubber Case**
- Durable rubber boot with textured side grips
- Six available colors to choose from:
  - Red, Black, Orange, Yellow, Green, and Blue

**CAS-LDX10-N Protective Canvas Case w/Lanyard**
- Canvas-style protective case with splatter-proof button cover
- Neck lanyard with cushioning pad for comfort
- Ideal for hands-on work environment

**CAS-LDX10 Protective Canvas Belt Holster**
- Canvas-style protective belt holster
- Features heavy-duty clip
- Dual-stylus holder pocket

**PWR-LDX10 Charging Adapter**
- Included with LDX10 device
- Pairs with USB cable to charge via 110VAC outlet

**CBL-MICROUSB-B Charging Cable**
- Included with LDX10 device
- MicroUSB cable, Type B

**900-7300 Replacement Batteries Kit**
- Set of 4 rechargeable Lithium Ion batteries
- 3.7 volt, 3200 MAh (11.8 watt-hours)